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ABSTRACT 

 

Crime Scene prediction with out human intervention can have superb impact 

on laptop vision. On this dissertation , we gift CNN within the use of discover 

knife, blood and gun a good way to reach a prediction whether a criminal 

offence has came about in a selected photograph. We emphasized on the 

accuracy of detection so that it infrequently offers us incorrect alert to make 

sure efficient use of the gadget. This dissertation use non linearity relu, 

convolutional neural layer, absolutely related layer and dropout feature of CNN 

to attain a end result for the detection. We  use tensor flow open supply 

platform to enforce CNN to gain our predicted output. This system can gain the 

check accuracy of 90.2 % for the datasets we've this is very a whole lot 

aggressive with different systems for this specific mission. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Crime Scene prediction from a digital camera is very 

essential whilst working on a subject of computer 

imaginative and prescient. In present day era of 

technology and generation, humans setup 

surveillance cameras in unique regions to eliminate 

crime. Nevertheless, it can't help humans as brief as 

human beings want to reply. Commonly after going 

on against the law scene, law enforcement agencies 

come to the vicinity and take the photos from the 

video that was recorded on the time of crime scene. 

Then, law enforcement organizations examine the 

video and take essential proof of crime scene.  

 

We agree with that is very slow technique to act on 

against the law scene. Because of this, we desired to 

make a machine that can quickly act on against the 

law scene. Furthermore, there are loads cameras 

being mounted in special areas through regulation 

enforcement businesses or by any employer. They 

ought to reveal all the cameras at a time with human 

being. If a laptop system can locate the threatening 

objects and provide alert to the authority just after 

detection, the right authority can quickly take motion 

to prevent the ability criminal earlier than he 

commits any crime. For instance, 1st july of 2016, an 

incident took place in dhaka in a restaurant. Terrorist 

went to the eating place with weapons, hand grenades 

and knife and so forth. But first of all regulation 

enforcement groups did no longer apprehend how a 

lot dangerous the terrorists are. If the digicam 

established over there can deliver statistics to law 

enforcement corporations by any media (ip camera or 
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manage from police station and many others.) simply 

after exposing the guns, law enforcement agencies can 

respond to the scene very quickly and can shop 

essential lives. This incident helped us to think extra 

deeply to make a machine that can be learned to 

detect threatening items. In our paper, we worked on 

detecting revolver, machine gun, shot gun, blood and 

knife the use of convolutional neural network. 

 

A computer program is said to learn from experience 

e with appreciate to a few elegance of obligations t 

and overall performance measure p, if its performance 

at duties in t, as measured by p, improves the revel in 

e.  

 

This is a little bit puzzling definition, but once we 

introduce a few examples for challenge t, 

performance degree p and enjoy e, it will be make 

greater feel.  

 

The task t describes the project which must be 

fulfilled with the computer application. This could be 

a category, regression, clustering or some greater 

complicated mission, like riding a automobile. On this 

thesis the task t is a category hassle for both 

obligations. We've got the mission to categorise the 

pose into eight instructions and to categorise the car 

magnificence. 

 

The Overall performance measure p is a measurement 

of the great of the learned task. The overall 

performance measure p is depending at the 

assignment t. For type it may be used the accuracy, 

which describes the ratio of correct categorised 

examples with appreciate to all examples. In 

regression ought to it be the squared distance to the 

best price, and in the task of driving a automobile, it 

is able to be the average traveled distance till passed 

off the first failure. On occasion can be used a size 

which penalise some mistakes not so hard like others.  

With this measurement, we ought to compare the 

learned software or the model. Typically, we are 

inter- ested inside the overall performance of the 

version on unseen information. However therefore, 

the version ought to be evaluated on an impartial 

check set. This take a look at set is separated from the 

schooling facts and is by no means used for the 

schooling. Then we ought to do an estimation of the 

performance on unseen data.  

 

The revel in e describes supply of the facts that is used 

to study. In a type and regression challenge, it's far a 

records set with input statistics and the favored 

output label to the input label. In case of the driving a 

vehicle it are a recorded collection of photos and 

steering commands. On this thesis, is the revel in a 

massive quantity of pix, which shows one vehicle, 

and to each image exists  labels, which describe the 

pose and the vehicle class of the vehicle within the 

image.  

 

A sensible view of a device mastering system is 

depicted in discern 1.1. The process is split into two 

stages. Within the first section, the machine studying 

algorithm is used to analyze from the training 

information, and the second one section is the 

prediction. The training data will be categorized 

photographs of vehicles with the mission to are 

expecting the pose. The device gaining knowledge of 

algorithm learns a model on those facts and this 

version can then used to expect unseen pictures of the 

same project. This prediction is occur in the 2d 

segment and follow best the learned version. In our 

example, the discovered model get photos of a 

automobile and should expect the pose. 

 
Figure 1.1 : Workflow of a machine learning problem. 

The data will be used to train a model with a machine 

learning algorithm. Then, in the prediction phase, the 

learned model can be used to generate a prediction. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

We Emphasised on neural network rather than hand 

crafted capabilities like hog [14] or sift [13] to put into 

effect this. As in [15], they averted sift as they points 

out that it is time eating and complicated. The 

probability of getting better results receives better if 

we use neural community. In [8], multi scale 

convolutional networks turned into utilized in site 

visitors sign type wherein we determined this paper 

can able to adjust convnet structure with the aid of 

feeding 1st degree features with 2d degree capabilities 

to the classifier. This technique helped them to get 

result of Ninety eight.Ninety seven % accuracy. 

 

 

As deep neural community (dnn) can supply excellent 

overall performance on photo class, this paper [11] 

centered especially at the problems of object 

localization within the picture. Even though in our 

work we avoided to decide to localize of the objects 

instead of deliver extra importance on determining 

item. In [11], their paintings on image type they used 

the easy components of detection as dnn base object 

masks regression deliver sturdy consequences the use 

of multi- scale route to satisfactory technique. It [11] 

can discover items with localization however they 

emphasised much less on detection of any specific 

gadgets like weapon. 

 

Moreover, in [15], they paintings on sign processing 

techniques of concealed weapon detection using 

neural community. It [16] indicates multimeter wave 

radar paintings easily on the detection of hid weapon. 

Once more, in [9], they finish with very important 

findings that help our work. They conclude that (1) 

automatic characteristic illustration offers higher 

performance than manual feature, (2) unsupervised 

technique can supply very close results to supervised 

method and (3) more than one instance getting to 

know outweighs the supervised mastering overall 

performance. 

 

A miles-associated work of our work of firearm and 

knife detection is [15]. It [15] proposes an set of rules 

that can locate firearm and knife in image. It uses 

opencv to put in force this. It suggests that a near 0 

fake alarm it may generate however if you want to do 

this it ignores high-quality alarms with the fee of 

sensitivity. So, real percent of detecting firearm and 

knife gets reduced (sensitivity 35%). But in real life 

situation, even a single is missed in detecting firearm 

or knife, it is possible that we may fail to save many 

important lives. Therefore, ourpaper focused mainly 

on accuracy very seriously that it can get better result 

as much as possible unlike [15]. 

 

AlexNet: 

 

AlexNet Changed into the primary version construct 

upon the usage of deep convolutional network. In 

view that then, it has established the benchmark for 

the brand new upcoming neural network classifiers. 

The paper in which this version posted on is 

“imagenet category with deep convolutional 

networks”. 

 

DeConvNet: 

The Fundamental concept behind how deconvnet 

version works is that at every layer of the educated 

cnn, an connected “deconvnet” which has a route 

back to the photograph pixels. 

 

VGG NET (2014): 

VGG Internet model became created based on 

simplicity and intensity. This version become created 

in 2014 first-rate utilized with its 7.Three% mistakes 

charge. 

 

III. PROPOSED WORK AND RESULTS 

 

To build multilayer convolutional network from the 

model we have created so far, we need to follow some 

steps like: 
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1.Weight Initialisation 

2.Convolution & Pooling 

3.First Convolutional Layer 

4.Second Convolutional Layer 

5.Densely Connected Layer 

6.Dropout 

7.Readout 

8.Train and evaluate. 

 

Weight Initialization is crucial as we work with loads 

of weights and biases in the fashions. We initialize 

the weights with a small amount of noise for 

symmetry breaking and to keep away from zero 

gradients. The value of weights with small amount of 

noise we use is zero.1. Furthermore, we use relu in 

our model. Therefore, to avoid “lifeless neurons”, we 

use barely wonderful initial bias. We initialize the 

prejudice with slightly tremendous values of 0.1. 

These initialization tactics is executed inside a feature. 

The system we have used was implemented using 

ImageNet datasets which contains 394 images of  

 

1.Train dataset  

1.Knife : 880 images (.jpeg format , 110*110 resolution ) 

2.Gun's : 880 images (.jpeg format , 110*110 resolution ) 

 

2.Test dataset  

1.Knife : 220 images (.jpeg format , 110*110 resolution ) 

2.Gun's : 220 images (.jpeg format , 110*110 resolution ) 

3.Model File (.ipynb Format )  

 

Overall Dataset : 2200 images (1100 per object ). 

We Amassed this dataset for our device’s motive 

where we made vital adjustments consisting of 

cropping the uncooked photograph using the 

bounding box parameter that was given, then we 

divided every firearm and their respective models 

into one-of-a-kind folders (the labels for both 

education and trying out pics had been given). After 

that the implementation of set of rules is achieved, 

right here we've got used tensorflow, that is an 

interface for schooling device gaining knowledge of 

algorithms, and additionally executing such 

algorithms. It's far an open supply software program 

library for numerical computation the usage of 

statistics waft graphs. Nodes inside the graph 

represent mathematical operations, while the graph 

edges constitute the multidimensional facts arrays 

(tensors) communicated among them. We have used 

datasets of guns, knives, machine guns, revolvers and 

shotguns to detect whether there is a threatening 

scene goes to happen or not. 

 

 

 
 

So at a glance, the steps we followed are:  

 

Step 1: Setting up Tensorflow. 

Step 2: Creating a set of training images.  

Step 3: Run the virtual machine. 

Step 4: Link the images virtually. 

Step 5: Update the code.  

Step 6: Compile the code. 

Step 7: Create bottleneck files.  

Step 8: Calculate train accuracy. 

Step 9: Calculate validation accuracy.  

Step 10: Calculate cross entropy. 

Step 11: use a test sample to see the result. 

 

(A)This represent accuracy comparison of training 

data and testing data of dataset using Convolutional 

neural network model. 

(B) This represent accuracy comparison of training 

data and testing data loss of dataset using 

Convolutional neural network model. 
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(C) Model Comparison Summary 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

We Can correctly locate blood, knife and gun on 

which we will are expecting the crime scene befell or 

now not. The incorrect alert is reduced that makes us 

our model very efficient for this project examine to 

different fashions. To enforce convolutional neural 

community, tensorflow is the fine platform we've 

determined up to now for this discipline and 

implanted in it. In this paintings, we have 6 

instructions and for each of the class our gadget can 

detect the threatening gadgets and supply result from 

an photograph. The consequences are given in 

percentage for each of the object we want to locate. 

Predicting crime scene by way of detecting 

threatening objects may have a long way reach effect 

on laptop imaginative and prescient field. For our 

datasets, the test accuracy is ninety.2 % this is very 

competitive with the systems we've got visible up to 

now. 

 

V. FUTURE WORKS 

 

We work on an easy configured pc to put in force the 

proposed model. In destiny, to lock up the processing 

energy it's miles needed to put into effect in excessive 

configured laptop. 

 

The machine has to be synced with surveillance 

digicam and could attempt to enforce very quickly in 

an effort to assist law enforcement businesses. 

 

Detecting criminal the use of facial popularity at the 

side of this device will make the system greater 

traumatic. 
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